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Ship Design Technology with
CFD
- Improvement of Propulsive
Performance -

With the progress of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), it is now being used more often as a performance
prediction tool for hull design.  In particular, combining computation codes capable of accurately interpreting free
surfaces and the multi-block grid technique has enabled highly accurate estimations of the propulsion perfor-
mance of ships with complex stern forms.  Integrating this CFD technique with databases comprising CAD, model
tests and experiments on actual ships, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd. (MHI) has established a hull form design
aid system that achieves better design.  This report outlines this system and examples of applications.  It also
discusses an example of studying a combined propulsion system and a performance improvement device as a trial
for applying CFD to complex stern forms.

1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction1. Introduction
Advances in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tech-

niques have made accurate estimates of propulsive
performance possible not only for automobiles, aircraft
and rockets but also now for ships by combining with
databases comprising data from model tests and experi-
ments on actual ships.  It has now begun to be employed
to estimate propulsive performance at an early stage of
ship design.  Meanwhile, more sophisticated CAD tech-
niques for ship design enable hull forms to be generated
or modified in a short period of time.  In addition,
progress in parallel computers is also creating an envi-
ronment which can deal effectively with a great number
of computations.  By integrating these three techniques,
namely CFD, CAD and parallel computation, MHI has
established a hull form design aid system capable of iden-
tifying high performance hull forms effectively in a short
period of time from many candidates.  The following sec-
tions describe some examples of applying this system to
actual MHI hull designs.

2. Applying CFD techniques for developing hull forms2. Applying CFD techniques for developing hull forms2. Applying CFD techniques for developing hull forms2. Applying CFD techniques for developing hull forms2. Applying CFD techniques for developing hull forms
2.1 Hull form design aid system2.1 Hull form design aid system2.1 Hull form design aid system2.1 Hull form design aid system2.1 Hull form design aid system
By combining CAD and CFD techniques, MHI has es-

tablished the hull form design aid system shown in Fig.1Fig.1Fig.1Fig.1Fig.1.
First, as part of initial planning, a suitable parent hull
form is chosen from the database according to the speci-
fication requirements.  Based on this, hull form CAD is
used to design the hull form.  Next, the hull form is sys-
tematically modified according to the design strategy to
create a number of hull forms.  Calculations are carried
out with these hull forms using the parallel computer,

whose results are used to make a performance evalua-
tion map.  The designer uses the map to further develop
the design for the optimum hull form.  Each of these
processes is linked with the databases of hull forms,
model test results, CFD and results of sea trials of ac-
tual ships, making it easy to select a parent hull form,
plan a design strategy and ensure accuracy in the per-
formance evaluation.  Employing the hull form design
aid system has enabled hull forms of high performance
to be determined and has drastically reduced the period
of time required to develop a hull form.

Fig. 1  Design aid system by hull form CAD and CFD
Combining hull form CAD and CFD with databases enables choosing
hull forms with excellent performance.
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2.2 CFD computation method2.2 CFD computation method2.2 CFD computation method2.2 CFD computation method2.2 CFD computation method
A CFD computation is a method of numerically solv-

ing the Navier-Stokes equation using a computational
grid generated around an object.  It can calculate the
fluid forces exerted on an object and in the wake distri-
bution around an object.  To apply CFD to ships, it is
necessary to consider the wave-making phenomenon on
a free surface and the effect of the propeller at the stern.
As a method for this purpose, MHI has developed a com-
putational code, FS-MINTS (flow solver of Mitsubishi
numerical tank system), that uses the multi-block grid
technique to solve the RANS (Reynolds-averaged Navier-
Stokes) equation(1-2).

2.3 Search for hull  forms which reduce wave2.3 Search for hull  forms which reduce wave2.3 Search for hull  forms which reduce wave2.3 Search for hull  forms which reduce wave2.3 Search for hull  forms which reduce wave
resistanceresistanceresistanceresistanceresistance

Normally, the factors governing the propulsion per-
formance of ships are divided into hull resistance and

propulsion efficiency.  To reduce hull resistance, as
shown in Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2Fig. 2, hull form which has lower peak of wave
profiles or pressure distribution is looked for.  For this,
CFD computation is conducted so that the hull form
parameters affecting the hull resistance are selected
and thoroughly changed to create a performance evalu-
ation map as shown in Fig. 3Fig. 3Fig. 3Fig. 3Fig. 3.  This in turn helps
evaluate the direction of the hull improvements.  Mean-
while, a method to automatically change the hull form
and the grid around the hull has been developed and is
used as shown in Fig. 4Fig. 4Fig. 4Fig. 4Fig. 4 so that better hull forms can be
obtained effectively.  The development of these meth-
ods has enabled the design of hull forms with small hull
resistance while effectively evaluating many kinds of
hull form.

2.4 Search for hull forms with improved propulsion2.4 Search for hull forms with improved propulsion2.4 Search for hull forms with improved propulsion2.4 Search for hull forms with improved propulsion2.4 Search for hull forms with improved propulsion
efficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiencyefficiency

Propulsion efficiency, which is the other factor which
determines the propulsion performance of a ship, is
evaluated as in Fig. 5Fig. 5Fig. 5Fig. 5Fig. 5 by calculating the flow distribu-
tion around a ship with rudder in self-propelled condition
(considering the propeller).

Fig. 2  Improving hull form for less resistance
CFD computation helps improve hull form to make waves in the fore 
region milder which in turn reduces wave resistance.
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Fig. 3  Performance evaluation map
Results of computation with hull form parameters thoroughly 
modified are mapped to evaluate the direction of hull form 
improvements.
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Fig. 4  Image of hull form automatic modification method
Computational grid around ship is modified following hull form modification.
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Fig. 5  Calculating flow distribution around ship with rudder 
          in a state of self propulsion.

Computation shows ship with its propeller operating while thrust and
resistance are in equilibrium, that is, in self-propelled condition.
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Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6 shows an example where a hull form requir-
ing low horsepower while considering the propulsion
efficiency is determined.  Each of the four hull forms A,
B, C and D has a different stern profile.  While hull form
A generates the least resistance, hull form C requires
the least horsepower when the consideration extends to
the propulsion efficiency.  This makes the problem com-
plex because the hull form generating the least resistance
is not necessarily the hull form requiring the least horse-
power.  Here, CFD accurately estimates these tendencies.
Thus, in an earlier stage of design, a hull form requiring
less horsepower can be designed while having CFD ef-
fectively evaluate the resistance performance and
propulsion efficiency for many hull forms with a practi-
cally accurate level of estimation.

3. Trial application to sterns with d3. Trial application to sterns with d3. Trial application to sterns with d3. Trial application to sterns with d3. Trial application to sterns with deeeeevices of complex formsvices of complex formsvices of complex formsvices of complex formsvices of complex forms

3.1 Performance evaluation of CRP POD propulsion3.1 Performance evaluation of CRP POD propulsion3.1 Performance evaluation of CRP POD propulsion3.1 Performance evaluation of CRP POD propulsion3.1 Performance evaluation of CRP POD propulsion
systemsystemsystemsystemsystem

The multi-block grid technique enables CFD compu-
tation while accurately expressing the complex form of
a stern.  As an example, the following paragraphs de-
scribe how CFD is used to estimate the performance of a

A B C D

Fig. 6  Comparison of estimated results of required horsepower
Hull form A shows least resistance.  Hull form C requires least horse-
power.  Computation accurately estimates these tendencies.

: Hull resistance (exp.)
: Hull resistance (cal.)
 : Required horsepower (exp.)
: Required horsepower (cal.)

Hull form

CRP POD propulsion system(3).
As shown in Fig. 7Fig. 7Fig. 7Fig. 7Fig. 7, a multi-block computational grid

is created taking into account the hull and the POD main
body.  The computation is carried out using this grid with
BFPs (body force panels) where the main propeller and
the POD propeller operate in contra-rotation.

Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8 compares the thrust coefficients, KT, and the
torque coefficients, KQ, of the main and POD propellers
to those of the experimental values.  As for the main
propeller, the calculated results and the experimental
data agree well with each other.  Although the calculated
value is smaller for the POD propeller, it is still suffi-
ciently accurate for designing propellers of this ship if
the value is corrected using the differences from the model
test results.  Thus, it is verified that with this method we
can cope with the performance evaluation of ships
equipped with a combined propulsion system like this.

3.2 Application to reaction fins3.2 Application to reaction fins3.2 Application to reaction fins3.2 Application to reaction fins3.2 Application to reaction fins
A reaction fin is a device installed ahead of a propel-

ler to improve the propulsion efficiency by absorbing the
rotating flow.  As shown in Fig. 9Fig. 9Fig. 9Fig. 9Fig. 9, a grid correctly re-
flecting the form and the installation angle of the reaction
fins is created by CFD computation.

BFP of Main Propeller BFP of POD Propeller

PODHull

Fig. 7  CFD computation model for CRP POD propulsion system
Showing computation with ship in self-propelled condition while main
and POD propellers are contra-rotating.
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Fig. 8  Accuracy of estimating main and POD propeller thrust 
           and torque coefficients
Calculated result accurately simulates experiment especially for main
propeller.
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Fig. 9  Computational grid with reaction fins
Thorough use of multi-block grid technique enables accurate inter-
pretation of fin forms and installation angles into models.
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Fig. 10  Estimating difference in wake distribution of
             flow towards propeller position with and without
             reaction fins
Reaction fins create rotating flows in direction opposite to
the propeller rotation (clockwise).
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Fig. 11  Accuracy of estimating reduction in required 
              horsepower with reaction fins 
CFD can evaluate the tendency of reduction in horsepower
required attributable to reaction fins.
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Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10 shows the flow towards the propeller posi-
tion with and without reaction fins.  The fins create flows
in the opposite direction to the propeller rotation.  Fur-
thermore, Fig. 1Fig. 1Fig. 1Fig. 1Fig. 111111 compares the horsepower required.
The computation also indicates that installing reaction
fins reduces the propulsive horsepower required.  As
suggested above, this method is also considered to be
applicable for evaluating the performance improvements
from devices having a complex form like this.

4. Conclusion4. Conclusion4. Conclusion4. Conclusion4. Conclusion
As discussed above, MHI has developed a CFD-based

design aid system that enables an effective and thorough
search for hull forms that have excellent hull resistance
and propulsive efficiency or, in other words, hull forms
requiring less horsepower.  Since this method is suffi-
ciently accurate and efficient in computation when
applied to hull form planning in an early stage of de-
sign, it is used for designing hull forms with excellent
propulsive performance.  Further, CFD has been applied
extensively for examining the CRP POD propulsion sys-
tem and for performance improvements using reaction
fins.  MHI is continuing to further improve its accuracy
to enhance the practical use of computations that deal
with complex stern forms.
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